Two domain optically compensated bend mode using no-bias high pretilt angle configurations
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Liquid crystal display (LCD) application such as television, mobile phone, tablet computer requires high performance liquid crystal displays with wide viewing angle and fast response time characteristics. In order to gain better performance, various approaches have been taken including rubbing of polymer films which is most popular and conventional process. However, owing to the fact that all the LC molecules are aligned unidirectionally over the whole panel area, a narrow and non-uniform viewing angular characteristic has limited the display performance. In order to overcome this shortcoming, many kinds of LC modes such as in-plane switching (IPS) [1], multi-domain vertical alignment (MVA) [2], and patterned vertical alignment (PVA) [3] have been developed for wide viewing angle characteristics using multi-domain alignment of LC molecules. However, previous LC modes are difficult to obtain the fast response time characteristics because when the electric field induced, different flow direction of the LC molecules occur. Therefore, it is important to make a one-directional flow in LC cell and optically compensated bend mode (OCB) mode which has bend deformation of LC molecules can give one-directional flow which improves the response time characteristics [4]. In addition, unlike the conventional wide viewing angle LC modes with four-domain structures, OCB mode needs only two domains to obtain the symmetric viewing angle owing to self-compensation structure of the bend deformation.

In this study, we propose the two domain OCB mode to obtain the wide viewing angle and fast response time. To obtain the bend structure without bias, we use stacked alignment system to control the pretilt angle of the alignment layer [5]. And multi domain rubbing was performed by stamping-assisted rubbing process [6]. Finally, we could achieve the fast response and wide viewing angle LC devices.

Fig. 1. Iso-contour contrast map of OCB measured by Eldim.; (a) one domain, (b) two domain
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